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Manufacturing processes are often complicated, no matter what 
the size of the operations. Keeping tabs on what is happening in 
real-time on the shop or production floors is key to enhance the 
productivity, performance, and profitability of your business. 
GoodBooks Production ERP lets you do that and much more. 
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Production Challenges
Without a champion production ERP like that of 
GoodBooks, many manufacturers wilt under the 
pressure of factors such as:

•  Short-run fluctuations

•  Competition from domestic and global supply chains

•  Lack of visibility across entire ecosystems

•  Piling up data that is unmanageable

•  Rising customization needs from clients
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Benefits of GoodBooks Production ERP 
GoodBooks Production ERP constitutes an end-to-end 
digital enterprise architecture that can digitalize 
production processes across a range of big and small 
industries, to o�er radical benefits:
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Dynamic Production Planning

Always stay abreast of what’s being produced on your production floor. Control 

the production process using our dynamic production planning and scheduling 

tools made available on your computer, tablet, and mobile. Get accurate 

schedules based on your actual capacity, material, and delivery requirements. 

Avoid over or under production, and meet demands evenly, and on time.

Have Product Visibility 

Easily track each product to trace it to its relevant process stage. For example, 

even trace the precise problem process in case any batch of the sold product is 

rejected by the final buyer for any defect if any. This is made possible by separate 

batch numbers for the same product in di erent production stages. View 

real-time task updates, monitor key metrics, and keep everything on track with 

project dashboards.

Anytime Anywhere Access

Wherever they are located in the world, employees will know what to produce 

and how. Regardless of your location, you can create a work schedule, and share it 

with the shop floor. Without leaving their workstations, plant floor workers can 

use their tablet or smartphone to update job status. Managers can create BOMs 

or issue change orders from their o�ce or out of it.
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Digital Dynamism

Whatever be the complexity of your production process, our dashboard 

automatically portrays project data in easy-to-read, intelligent charts, so you get 

total transparency into projects. Drawings, documentation, and notes can be 

attached for further clarity. The need for note books and paper work cards are 

eliminated. Use our simple online templates to register work in progress. Prioritize 

operations using drag-and-drop graphical blocks. Real-time dashboards and alerts 

can trigger timely action against potent problems.

Optimize Production

With work history, work in progress, and work e�ciency right in front of you have a 

firm grip on wastage, stoppage, and productivity. This will empower you to make 

fast, informed decisions, which will ensure that valuable experience and skills are 

used e ectively to optimize the overall production operations for greater e�ciency 

and lower costs. The latter is crucial since products at a lower cost than the 

competition is often the di erence between survival and failure.
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Easy-to-use

End-to-end
integrated

Scalable & 
Flexible

Transparent

Real-time Monitoring
Quality Assurance
Revision of Orders
Minimal Wastage
Minimal Stoppage

Actual Control
Work Centre Management

Production Planning
Schedule Production

Dynamic Process Movement**
Track Employee Time & Attendance

Intelligent Analysis
Subcontracting Operations

Production Orders and Forecasts
Shop Floor Data Collection

Production E�ciency
Man & Machine Productivity

Production Cost Cutting

Smart Production
BOM for Product or Order*

Multiple BOM for one product*
Single-level and multi-level BOMs

Multiple routing
BOM and routing revision control
Real-time production dashboards

GoodBooks
Production

ERP 



Are you ready to transform your 

production processes into a 

no-headache, pleasurable 

activity, that improves your 

company’s productivity and 

profitability?

Request a demo.

wa.me/+918523996290
 
sales@myunisoft.com
 
www.goodbookserp.com

Toll Free: 63844 84440
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